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8 Simple Tips on Raising Kids

Eco Wise
High-Fructose Corn Syrup: Not So Sweet for the Planet

By Tracy Grant

uch ink has been devoted to the
dietary hazards of high-fructose
M
corn syrup, the cheap, ubiquitous

Washington Post Staff Writer

arenting books are a lot like bridal magazines. You’re inclined to look at them for
only a relatively short period of your life.
But during that period, you’ll pick up every one you can get your hands on.
These two books are far from perfect and at
times go to great lengths to state the obvious. But,
hey, sometimes we all need to be reminded of the obvious, so here goes: After you read this, go hug your
child and say, “I really, really love you.”
Here are four other things I learned from each
book:

P

ScreamFree Parenting: The Revolutionary Approach
to Raising Your Kids by Keeping Your Cool
By Hal Edward Runkel (Broadway Books, $21.95)

TODAY IN BOOK WORLD

sweetener found not just in soda and
Twinkies but in many foods that aren’t
even considered sweets, such as bread
and ketchup. Though the jury’s still out
on whether the substance is to blame for
rising obesity rates, environmentalists
have been trumpeting another reason to
avoid it: Doing so is a step toward going
green.
High-fructose corn syrup “may
be cheap in the supermarket, but
in the environment it could not
be more expensive,” Michael
Pollan, author of “In Defense
of Food: An Eater’s
Manifesto” (Penguin Press,
2008), writes in an e-mail.
Most corn is grown as a
monoculture, meaning that the
land is used solely for corn, not
rotated among crops. This
maximizes yields, but at a price:
Environmental
It depletes soil nutrients,
Film Festival
requiring more pesticides and
This 12-day cinematic
fertilizer while weakening
series starts Tuesday
topsoil.
in venues across
“The environmental footprint
Washington. For details,
of HFCS is deep and wide,”
see Our Picks, Page 5.
writes Pollan, a prominent critic
of industrial agriculture. “Look no
least it’s on this continent —
farther than the dead zone in the
and it’s also popular because of
Gulf [of Mexico], an area the size
its low glycemic index.
of New Jersey where virtually
(Ironically, many agave farmers
nothing will live because it has been
have begun torching their crops in
starved of oxygen by the fertilizer
response to the ethanol industry’s
runoff coming down the Mississippi
demand for corn.)
from the Corn Belt. Then there is the
Sugar comes in many forms and
atrazine in the water in farm country
grows mostly in tropical climates,
— a nasty herbicide that, at
concentrations as little as 0.1 part ISTOCKPHOTO requiring transportation; the best bet
is to go organic and steer clear of the
per billion, has been shown to turn
white stuff. Evaporated cane juice is a
male frogs into hermaphrodites.”
less refined form of sugar that has made
Milling and chemically altering corn
its way into alternative soft drinks.
to form high-fructose corn syrup also is
The bottom line: The more fuel,
energy-intensive. That’s not to say that
energy and chemicals that go into
corn is evil and other foods aren’t; all
processing a food, the less nutritious
crops require energy to grow and
that food probably is. So steering clear
transport. What makes corn a target is
of high-fructose corn syrup can’t be bad
that federal subsidies — and tariffs on
for your health — or the planet.
imported sugar — keep prices low,
— Eviana Hartman
paving the way for widespread use of
high-fructose corn syrup and, in the
process, keeping the American palate
accustomed to the sweetness it
Is there an environmental topic you
provides.
want to learn more about? Know
Corn is a useful crop with high yields,
of a pioneering eco-idea at work in our
although it uses more fertilizers and
area? E-mail us at sundaysource@
insecticides and causes more soil
washpost.com with the subject line
erosion than other crops, according to
“Eco Wise,” or leave a comment at the
David Pimentel, a professor in Cornell
end of this story at www.
University’s College of Agriculture and
washingtonpost.com/source.

BY RENEE COMET AND KATHRYN
NORWOOD FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

There’s an awful lot of discussion about how it’s all about you
and not about them — which sounds great in theory but is hard to
put into practice when everybody is cranky at the end of the day.
But this book does have a few tricks that I’m going to try:
Give them choices. You tell your kid to come inside, and he responds with “You’re not the boss of me.” Instead of a high-volume
lecture about respect, you say, “You’re right. I’m not the boss of
you. You are. As the boss you have a choice to make. You come inside in the next two minutes or you lose TV for the next two days.”
Skip the labels. “Whenever we label our children . . . we severely
limit their space,” Runkel writes. He points out that no one is always smart, or lazy, or defiant.
Teach consequences. Here’s something to think about before
you stay up till midnight typing your daughter’s book report because she didn’t get it done on time: “The more our children are
exposed to the small consequences of their small infractions, the
less they will have to commit large infractions and experience
large consequences.”
Act your age. “Part of being a grown-up, though, is the willingness to endure discomfort now for the sake of a payoff later,” Runkel writes. Of course, as every parent knows, part of being a 3-yearold is getting the payoff right now. If this book reminds us of anything, it’s to remember that we’re the adults and we’ve got to act
the part.

10 Days to a Less Distracted Child:
The Breakthrough Program That Gets
Your Kids to Listen, Learn, Focus and Behave
By Jeffrey Bernstein (Lifelong Books, $14.95)
Whether your child has ADHD or is just a little scattered sometimes (and, hey, can’t that be said about adults, too?), this book offers some practical tips for creating order out of chaos. The section
on homework is particularly good for parents of older elementary
and middle school students.
Create a place to study. It should have lots of light, have supplies
close at hand and be fairly quiet. “Let your child help choose the
space,” Bernstein writes.
Talk to the teacher about homework expectations. Ask how
much time should be spent each night and what parents should do
when a child hits a roadblock.
Monitor — but don’t finish — your child’s assignments. “If your
child cannot complete assignments, and he has honestly tried,
write the teacher a note explaining the circumstances.”
Keep a master calendar. This can be used for sports as well as for
big projects that are due. “You may find that this helps you keep
your sanity, as well.”
Tracy Grant is editor of the Weekend section.

A roundup of books on American political characters, from Jesse Helms to Willie Brown.

Your Take
Tell Us Your Pet Health-Care Story
many pet owners know, the cost of health care for animals
be a trauma all its own. With advances in treatments for
Apetscanillnesses
has come a dramatic increase in fees. At some point,
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Technicians treat a cat at the Washington Animal Rescue League.
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TITLE

BOOK
BOOK

The author presents a
comprehensive biography
of the frequently depressed,
highly intellectual and
incredibly obsessive word
hound Peter Mark Roget
(of Roget’s Thesaurus fame).

These Are the
Good Times People
The Presidents
of the United States
of America
Fugitive
$13.98

DVD

DVD

COMIC

CD

The Man
Who Made Lists
By Joshua Kendall
Putnam
$25.95

»

Tonight we’re gonna party like it’s 1995, when
the Presidents’ “Lump” and “Peaches” were
inescapable on something called the radio.

Wry, road-tested,
DIY country from the
country wing of the
country genre. Insley
is so for-real he doesn’t
even need a Nashville
address. Or a publicist.

RASL #1
By Jeff Smith
Cartoon Books
$3.50

Smith, the award-winning creator of “Bone”
and last year’s “Shazam!: The Monster Society
of Evil,” returns to self-published work with
an eponymous tale of a dimension-hopping
master thief.

Dan in Real Life
Rated PG-13
Buena Vista
$29.99

Advice columnist, widower
and father Dan (Steve Carell)
connects with a beautiful
woman (Juliette Binoche).
The only problem? She’s
his brother’s (Dane Cook)
girlfriend.

No Country
for Old Men
Rated R
Miramax
$29.99

Lost: Via Domus
PC, PlayStation 3,
Xbox 360
Rated Teen
Ubisoft
$29.99-$59.99

WHAT YOU’LL LOVE

SAMPLE GRAB

CD

BASIC STORY
The critically beloved Bronx-born author
(“Clockers”) checks in with a vividly imagined
police procedural set in New York City’s rapidly
gentrifying Lower East Side.

GAME

owners have to decide whether they can afford the care, whether
they have to find some alternative or whether they have to put
their pet down. If you have faced this situation, we’d like to hear
your story and how you dealt with it. Please e-mail
sundaysource@washpost.com (put “Pets” in the subject line).

A Quick Take on New Releases

Lush Life
By Richard Price
Farrar, Straus
and Giroux
$26

West Texas
Wine
Dave Insley
$12.99

Life Sciences. “Organic corn is not a
large part of the industry, but it should
be,” he says. Pimentel published a study
in 2005 demonstrating that, over 22
years, growing corn organically
produced the same yields as
conventional growing and used 33
percent less fuel.
How, then, to satisfy a sweet tooth
without bitter repercussions for the
planet? You might not buy corn syrup at
the grocery store, but you can scale back
your consumption of processed foods
that contain it. As for tabletop
sweeteners, the most
Earth-friendly options are locally
produced organic honey and
real maple syrup from the
northeastern United States.
Agave nectar is extracted from
cacti that grow in the Mexican
desert — not exactly local, but at

The Oscar-winning adaptation of Cormac McCarthy’s
novel follows a Vietnam
vet (Josh Brolin, right) who must avoid
being caught by a code-keeping killer (Javier
Bardem) and the local sheriff (Tommy Lee Jones).

You are Elliott, an amnesiac survivor of Oceanic
Flight 815, exploring the otherworldly island
of the hit TV show and trying to figure out why
another survivor is out to kill you.

Price’s dialogue and
stream-of-consciousness
descriptions are so natural
that the characters
at the heart of his
tale spring instantly
to life.

“He just doesn’t want to go along to get along
anymore, play ball with anybody. He doesn’t
want to break anymore. He’s picked maybe the
worst thing to say No to, but there you are.”
— The narrator describes a freed murder
suspect who refuses to help the police
“The inquirer may often discover
forms of expression, of which
he may avail himself advantageously,
to diversify and infuse vigor
into his phraseology.”
— The “why” behind
Roget’s Thesaurus

«

“Don’t ever get involved with a French girl,
nooooooooooooooooooo”
— “French Girl”

“I got two days’ worth whiskers / I better have
a drink before I shave / I’m shakin’ so bad I might
cut my own throat / I ain’t ready for the grave”
— “Come See What’s Left
of Your Man”

Kendall’s impeccable
research reveals a
fascinating hodgepodge
of little-known facts.
(Who knew that a paper Roget wrote for the
Royal Society would lead to the discovery
of motion pictures?)
The POTUSes stay mostly in their
wheelhouse. These absurdist tunes
are hookier than a quintuple-neck
fishing pole and rarely last longer
than three minutes.

»

Insley’s singalong-ready material lands
somewhere between Rhett Miller and
Tex Williams on the sliding scale of
twangy-fun vs. funny-twang. It’s
unpretentious, heartfelt and
never dumb.
Smith proves as adept with
rough-edged sci-fi noir
as he is with whimsical
fantasy, and the
action moves at
a brisk clip.

“I drifted to the wrong world.
The person who hired me
doesn’t exist here.”
— RASL wonders about
his new whereabouts

«

“I always figured when I got older, God would
sorta come into my life somehow. And he
didn’t. I don’t blame him. If I was him,
I would have the same opinion of me
that he does.”
— Ed Tom Bell (Jones) gets ruminative

Elliott’s back story unfolds through a
series of interactive flashbacks, giving
each of the game’s seven “episodes”
a similar feel to that of the show.

»

A few easy plot-propelling coincidences make
the story feel a bit “Law & Order”-ish at times.
— Reviewed by Sara Cardace

At times, Kendall focuses too much on tying
together extraneous information rather than
presenting an evocative and well-structured
portrait of Roget’s life.

AB

— Alexis Burling

A singles band if e’er
there was one. Even at
39 minutes, this disc
feels longer than it needs
to be. The band’s still
basically a novelty act.

B

— Chris Klimek

You can’t always tell whether Insley is rocking
classic country or mocking classic country, but,
shoot, that ain’t such a bad thing, nohow.
— C.K.

A
B+

— Evan Narcisse

Carell and Binoche have a
winning chemistry that
manages to elevate the
film’s spurious story, and
fans will want to take advantage
of the copious bonus features.

A “making of” feature sheds light
on Joel and Ethan Coen’s working
methods on what is flat-out the best
American movie
in some time.

GRADE

Drinking and cussing make this book off-limits
for any of younger fans of Smith’s work,
and questionable plot points may
confuse some adults, too.

«

“Instead of telling our
young people to plan ahead,
we should tell them to plan
to be surprised.”
— Dan shares a valuable lesson
with his readers

JOSH BROLIN FROM MIRAMAX

«

WHAT YOU WON’T

The mush-to-laughs ratio is a
bit too high, and it’s impossible to believe that anyone’s
extended family could get
along so well.

B-

— Greg Zinman

»

Rabid fans of “Lost” will enjoy
the in-jokes, subtle hints about
the island’s mysteries and the
mind-blowing ending.

Those expecting
easy answers will
blanch at the film’s
mysterious ending.

A

— G.Z.

If you’re looking
for a game and not
just a cool peripheral to the
show, the repetitive puzzles and
unexciting action sequences will leave
you stranded.
— Christopher Healy
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